
 

 
G] INVESTIGATION, ENFORCEMENT AND SURVEILLANCE 
  
  

Market Surveillance 
  
  

Effective market surveillance ensures effectiveness and efficiency of a regulatory system. The Market 
Surveillance Division was set up in the SEBI in July 1995 with a view to keep a proactive oversight on the 
surveillance activities of the stock exchanges. It has also been involved in monitoring the market movements 
and identifying volatility in exceptional circumstances, analysing its causes and overseeing the collection of 
margins by the stock exchanges. The main sources of information for the Market Surveillance Division are 
the data obtained from the stock exchanges, newspaper reports, service providers, investor complaints, etc. 
  
  

SEBI’s market surveillance essentially focuses on:  

l policy formulation for introduction of surveillance systems and risk containment measures at the 
stock exchanges to bring integrity, safety and stability in the Indian securities markets; 

l overseeing the surveillance activities of the stock exchanges including the monitoring of market 
movements by them; 

l inspection of the surveillance cells of the stock exchanges; 
l initiating investigations; and 

l preparation of reports and studies on market movements, which SEBI circulates, periodically to the 
Ministry of Finance in the Government of India and to securities markets regulators from other 
countries. 

Though the primary responsibility of market surveillance has been entrusted to the stock exchanges, SEBI 
keeps a proactive oversight of market movements and trends and in exceptional circumstances it analyses 
the same. When appropriate, on the basis of reports received from the stock exchanges or complaints 
received or sometimes suo-moto also, preliminary enquiries are conducted to determine whether the trading 
raises suspicion of market manipulation and/or insider dealing. In case an analysis of the trading information 
for the stock exchanges leads to a suspicion of market abuse, then, client details and records are obtained 
from the stock brokers. If further analysis of these records suggests the possibility of occurrence of market 
manipulation or insider dealing or other misconduct, investigations are initiated. 

Some of the surveillance systems and risk containment measures that have been put in place are briefly 
given below: 

l establishment of independent surveillance cells in stock exchanges directly reporting to the executive 
director of the stock exchanges; 

l reporting by stock exchanges to SEBI through periodic and event driven reports; 
l risk containment measures in the form of elaborate margining system and linking of intra-day trading 

limits and exposure limits to capital adequacy; 
l daily price bands to curb abnormal price behaviour and volatility; 
l suspension of trading in scrips to prevent market manipulation; 
l inspection of intermediaries; 
l formation of Inter Exchange Market Surveillance Group for prompt, interactive and effective 

decision making on surveillance issues and co-ordination between stock exchanges. 

Market surveillance systems are developed and consolidated on a continuous basis. Some of the 
developments in this regard during the year 1998-99 are briefly given below: 
  
  

Mechanisms for risk containment 
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An essential tool of monitoring and surveillance is the risk containment system. In order to reduce risk and 
contain excessive volatility in the securities markets, SEBI took further initiatives in the margining system, 
which has been described earlier. The significance of these measures from the surveillance point of view is 
explained in the following paragraphs. 
  
  

Margining system and exposure control 
  
  

To ensure safety of the markets, all the stock exchanges have an elaborate system of margins including 
mark to market margins and daily margins and gross exposure and intra-day trading limits. In 1998-99, 
additional margins in the form of 10 per cent margin on "incremental" carry forward positions and margin on 
"concentrated" positions in scrips were introduced for further enhancing the safety of the markets. 
  
  

Containing volatility 
  
  

Due to different daily price bands on the stock exchanges, it was found that there used to be wide variations 
in the prices of the scrips across the different stock exchanges. This resulted sometimes in unhealthy 
market conditions. Therefore, in 1997-98 it was decided to have uniform daily price bands of 10 per cent. In 
July 1998, in order to curb excess volatility, the daily price band was reduced to 8 per cent, existing weekly 
price band of 25 per cent was removed and graded margin system was put in place for volatile securities 

(i.e. security with a variation of ± 16 per cent or more in a single trading cycle).  

   

   

Review of margining system  

   

   

Different margins were prescribed by SEBI in consultation with the stock exchanges 

at different points of time. These were done as per the requirements and exigencies of 

the situations. Though, largely the system has worked well, it is felt that there are 

certain areas where there is lack of uniformity in the implementation of the margin 

enforcement by the stock exchanges. There may also be certain overlaps due to 

various types of margins. Therefore, the SEBI, in consultation with the Inter 

Exchange Market Surveillance Group, has decided to streamline, rationalise and 

refine the existing margining system. A high level working group has been formed to 

formulate policies in this regard.  

   

   

Mechanisms for a fair and transparent securities market  

   

   

In order to make the securities markets fair and transparent and for enhanced 

investor protection, the SEBI had taken initiatives, which are given below:  

Dissemination of price sensitive information to public  

It is necessary to have proper method for dissemination of price sensitive and other 

important information relating to company and market to the public so that they can 

make informed investment decisions. The stock exchanges are required to display 

such information on their terminals in the quickest possible manner.  



   

   

Dealing with market rumours  

   

   

Market rumours can do considerable damage to the normal functioning and behaviour 

of the securities market. It is therefore essential to have quick verification of 

such rumours from the corporates as well as from other entities whenever 

necessary. The SEBI has asked companies to designate compliance officers who would 

be contacted by the stock exchanges whenever such verification is needed.  

   

   

Public disclosure of information relating to actions taken against 

stockbrokers  

   

   

The stock exchanges are required to make public the actions taken by the 

Disciplinary Action Committee of the stock exchanges against their member brokers. 

The stock exchanges are also required to issue press releases when such actions 

are of serious nature.  

   

   

In  1998-99, following further initiatives were taken:  

   

   

Code of ethics for elected directors and key functionaries of the stock 

exchanges  

   

   

It was decided to frame a code of ethics for the elected directors and key 

functionaries of the stock exchanges. This will help in building investor confidence 

and creating right perception about transparency and integrity of the system. In this 

regard, a working group has been constituted to deliberate upon the issue and 

formulate the code.  

   

   

Greater responsibility and accountability of the surveillance cells of 

the stock exchanges  

   

   

The surveillance cells of the stock exchanges have been advised to devise an 

internal system of documentation of their surveillance activities and follow-up 

actions, in order to bring about greater responsibility and accountability in 

discharging the surveillance functions.  

   

   

Inspection of surveillance cells of stock exchanges  

   

   



The surveillance cells of stock exchanges have been strengthened in terms of 

manpower and systems as directed by the SEBI. Since December 1996, the inspections 

of the surveillance cells are being taken up on a regular basis for the purpose of 

assessing the quantum and quality of surveillance done and suggesting improvements 

in the proactive surveillance capability of the stock exchanges. During 1998-99, the 

SEBI inspected surveillance cells of 11 stock exchanges and the shortcomings and 

suggestions were communicated to them for improvement of the functioning of the 

surveillance cells.  

   

   

Inter Exchange Market Surveillance Group and coordination between stock 

exchanges  

   

   

There are 23 stock exchanges having different trading and settlement cycles and at 

the same time scrips have multiple listing on these stock exchanges resulting at 

times in complex situations. It was therefore felt that effective and meaningful co-

ordination was needed between these stock exchanges for the healthy functioning of 

the market. For this purpose, an Inter Exchange Market Surveillance Group was 

constituted in September 1996. The meetings of the group, convened by SEBI, discusses 

the implementation of various surveillance and risk containment measures apart 

from deliberating on the market trends and other surveillance issues. Decisions 

taken in consultation with the group have wider acceptance and facilitate easy 

implementation. During the year 1998-99 five such meetings were held on April 21, 

June 15, June 25, and October 15, 1998 and March 10, 1999. The SEBI also constituted 

a working group to submit a working paper on sharing of information amongst stock 

exchanges.  

   

   

Development and implementation of Stock Watch System  

   

   

Trading in the Indian securities market now being on-line has become more 

sophisticated, which calls for further sophistication in surveillance and 

regulatory oversight. To have more effective system of market surveillance 

keeping in line with the international standards, it was decided to develop a Stock 

Watch System at the level of the stock exchanges under the initiative and oversight 

of SEBI. The objective of the Stock Watch System is to give suitable indicators or 

alerts for the on-line real time detection of potential illegal or improper activity 

to protect the integrity of the securities market and safety of its participants. The 

SEBI had finalised the basic parameters of the Stock Watch System. Major stock 

exchanges by and large have implemented the system and others are in the process of 

implementation. The SEBI is monitoring the implementation. Further refinements will be 

taken up after all the stock exchanges have put the basic system in place.  

   

   

Development of the stock exchanges as self-regulatory organisations  

   

   

To further the goal of self-regulation in the stock exchanges and enhance their 

capabilities of detecting malpractice and manipulations, the SEBI directed stock 

exchanges to set up surveillance cells independently reporting to the exchange 



executive directors. As a part of market surveillance, stock exchanges have 

started administering trade halts, imposing price bands and exposure caps on 

members; and even deactivating brokersÿ trading terminals. These self-regulatory 

steps taken by the stock exchanges under active oversight of the SEBI have 

improved market safety and integrity. The SEBI is further working towards 

developing the stock exchanges as effective Self-Regulatory Organisations. A 

training capsule and certification programme for the surveillance staff of the 

stock exchanges has also been developed.  

   

   

Market Volatility and SEBIÿs regulatory, surveillance and enforcement 

responses in exceptional market conditions  

   

   

Excessive volatility in the securities market is a cause of concern for the 

regulators, corporates and investors. When prices swing at extreme levels, they 

can have a number of adverse consequences. First, such volatility increases 

trading risks and requires market intermediaries to charge more for their liquidity 

services, thereby reducing the liquidity of the market as a whole. Second, if such 

volatility persists, securities firms are less able to use their available capital 

efficiently because of the need to reserve a larger percentage of cash-equivalent 

investments in order to reassure lenders and regulators. Third, greater volatility 

can reduce investor confidence in investing in stocks. As a result of these effects, 

increased price volatility could in the long run, impact the securities market 

adversely. The regulators hence across the world remain concerned about 

excessive price volatility.  

During 1998-99, the Indian securities markets witnessed high degree of volatility 

during two periods from May 6, 1998 to August 11, 1998 and October 5 to November 18, 

1998. The average index volatility during the period was 1.96 per cent, with a low of 

1.32 per cent witnessed on December 14, 1998 and a high of 2.95 per cent witnessed on 

July 16, 1998. The average intra-day price fluctuation during the period was 2.23 

per cent, with a low of 0.74 per cent witnessed on May 19, 1998 and a high of 7.25 per 

cent witnessed on June 8, 1998. The average inter-day price fluctuation during the 

period was ÿ0.01 per cent, with a low of ÿ7.23 per cent witnessed on October 5, 1998 

and a high of 7.59 per cent witnessed on June 17, 1998. The movement of the BSE Sensex 

and the Index Volatility are shown in Graph 2.19 below. The intra-day and inter-day 

price fluctuations of the BSE Sensex are shown in Graph 2.20 below.  

   

   



Graph 

2.19:  BSE Sensex and Index Volatility  

   

   

Graph 

2.20:  Intra-Day and Inter-Day Price Fluctuations of BSE Sensex  

   

   

During 1998-99, the BSE Sensex started declining from May 6, 1998 onwards. The 

declining trend in the BSE Sensex from May 6, 1998 onwards was attributed to 

domestic and international factors which inter-alia include the public perceptions 

of the effect of international sanctions against India on account of its nuclear 

programme, public perceptions regarding the budget, general downward trend of the 

equity price indices and exchange rates in the South East Asian securities and forex 

markets, depreciating value of the Rupee against the US$ and sustained FII net sales 

during this period.  

   



   

On May 14, 1998, the SEBI met the representatives of the stock exchanges to review 

the market situation. It emerged that the stock exchanges were keeping a close watch 

on the market situation. The SEBI convened a meeting of the Inter Exchange Market 

Surveillance Group on June 15, 1998. The group overviewed market safety. For 

further enhancing the safety of the market, it was decided to impose incremental 

carry forward margins and concentration margins elaborated earlier. It was also 

decided that with a view to improve transparency, all the stock exchanges will 

release daily data relating to aggregate buy and sell value of trades separately 

for domestic institutions and foreign institutional investors.  

   

   

The Indian securities market again witnessed high degree of volatility from October 

5, 1998 onwards and continued till November 18, 1998. The securities market was 

closed on October 1, 2, 3 and 4, 1998 on account of festive holidays. The trading 

resumed on October 5, 1998, and the BSE Sensex opened at 3036.15, 66.44 points lower 

than the previous close. At the close of trading on that day, the BSE Sensex closed 

at 2878.01. This amounted to a fall of 224.22 points from the close of September 30, 

1998 and a fall of 158.14 points from the open of October 5, 1998. The day also 

witnessed one of the highest intra-day and inter-day price fluctuations during 1998-

99. On October 5, 1998 the National Stock Exchange of India Limited, Nifty Index, 

opened at 904.75 and closed at 840.75 registering a fall of 64 points.  

The fall in the stock indices was attributed to the perceptions about developments 

related to the US-64 scheme of the Unit Trust of India. There were reports in the 

media that the reserves of the US-64 scheme had turned negative and the Unit Trust 

of India is going to reduce the equity exposure of the scheme. In addition, there were 

comparatively large FII sales also on the day.  

   

   

In the year 1998-99, infotech and software companies were in the limelight in terms of 

growth as well as rise in price. The investor enthusiasm in this sector is largely due 

to the perception about the earning potential of the scrips in this sector. In the U.S.A 

and Europe also, stocks of the infotech and software sector are increasingly being 

seen as a favorite investment bet for high returns. This global investment trend has 

cut across borders and reached the Indian securities markets.  

Against the background of rising prices in the scrips in general, it was felt that some 

unscrupulous persons including promoters could indulge in manipulative activities 

to create artificial prices in some of their scrips and inducing investors into 

investing in these scrips. It was also noticed that some non-software companies had 

changed their names or added prefix or suffix to their names suggesting that these 

companies were related to software and information technology areas. In view of 

this scenario, SEBI directed all the stock exchanges to keep extra vigil on the 

movement and other developments on the counters of these scrips. The stock 

exchanges assured SEBI that they are doing the needful. The matter of changes in 

names was brought to the notice of the Department of Company Affairs by the SEBI.  

   

   

The issue of such changes of names by companies was also discussed in the meeting of 

the Inter Exchange Market Surveillance Group held on March 10. It was decided that 

the quarterly reports and annual reports of such companies should clearly 

indicate the turnover and income from software business.  

   

   



The Union Budget 1999-2000 provided a significant boost to the Indian securities 

markets. After the Budget, the BSE Sensex crossed the sentimental 3500 mark on 

March 1, 1999 and moved further northbound in the succeeding days.  

   

   

Strict implementation of margin mechanism, price caps and SEBIÿs proactive 

surveillance and consultative approach have proved to be very useful in 

containing volatility and ensuring safety as seen from the actual experience during 

such periods. This is borne by the fact that inspite of several instances of market 

volatility coupled with sharp and erratic fluctuations in prices and volumes, the 

Indian securities markets remained secure.  

   

   

Investigations  

   

   

Investigations involve gathering of evidence for alleged market manipulations or 

insider trading or other misconduct and unearthing of persons behind these 

irregularities and violations. The SEBI has been strengthening its investigation 

activities over the years.  

   

   

Investigation activities were further strengthened during 1998-99. Investigations 

carried by the SEBI during the year has yielded positive results resulting in fewer 

number of cases reported for alleged market manipulation and price rigging. 

Pursuant to completion of investigation, various actions like administrative 

directions and penal actions under the SEBI Act and various SEBI Rules and 

Regulations were undertaken. These actions include monetary penalties, warning, 

suspension of activities and cancellation of registration, refund of issue proceeds 

and prohibiting access to the securities market.  

Investigation proceedings  

   

   

During 1998-99, investigations were taken up in several cases including market 

manipulations and price rigging, issue related manipulations, insider trading and non-

compliance of regulations of take-over of companies. The details of these are given 

in Tables 2.32, Graph 2.21 and Annexure 3.  

   

   

Table 2.32: Investigations by SEBI  

  

Source:SEBI  

   

Particulars 1 9 9 2-

9 3

1 9 9 3-

9 4

1 9 9 4-

9 5

1 9 9 5-

9 6

1 9 9 6-

9 7

1 9 9 7-

9 8

1 9 9 8-

9 9

Total

Cases taken up 

for investigation

2 3 2 60 122 53 55 297

Cases completed 2 3 2 18 55 46 60 186



   

Graph 

2.21: Investigations by SEBI  

   

   

As can be seen from the table, SEBI took up investigations in 55 cases in 1998-99 

bringing the total cases taken up for investigation to 297 cases. Out of these, 60 

cases have been completed during 1998-99 bringing the total cases completed to 186 

cases. The break up of 55 cases according to nature of violations alleged, taken up 

during 1998-99 are given in Table 2.33 and Graph 2.22. The break up of 60 cases 

according to nature of violations completed during 1998-99 is given in Table 2.34 and 

Graph 2.23.  

   

   

Table 2.33 :  Nature of Investigations taken up by SEBI in 1998-9 9  

Source:SEBI  

   

   

   

   

   

   

Particulars Number of cases taken up for 

investigation

Market manipulation and price 

rigging

40

"Issue" related manipulation 4

Insider trading 4

Take-overs 6

Miscellaneous 1

Total 55



Graph 2.22:  Nature of 

Investigations taken up by SEBI in 1998-9 9  

   

   

Table 2.34: Nature of Investigations completed by SEBI in 1998-9 9 

Source:SEBI  

   

   

Graph 2.23:  Nature of Investigations completed by SEBI in 1998-9 9  

  

Show cause notices were issued to 91 intermediaries by the enquiry officer pursuant 

to completion of investigation. Show cause notices were also issued to 41 non-

intermediaries pursuant to the completion of the investigation asking them as to why 

they should not be debarred from trading in securities and prohibiting access to the 

securities markets, for an appropriate period, for market manipulations. These non-

Particulars Number of cases 

completed

Market manipulation and 

price rigging

31

"Issue" related 

manipulation 

16

Insider trading 4

Take-overs 6

Miscellaneous 3

Total 60



intermediaries include individuals, firms as well as corporates. In addition to the 

above, show cause notices have also been issued for initiating prosecution 

proceedings against the intermediaries and the non-intermediaries involved in market 

manipulation.  

   

   

Enquiry and adjudication proceedings  

   

   

During 1998-99, on completion of investigations, enquiry proceedings were initiated in 

respect of 91 intermediaries under the provisions of the relevant regulations. The 

break up of the 91 intermediaries is given in Table 2.35. In 1998-99 enquiry 

proceedings have been completed against 12 intermediaries, the details of which is 

given in Table 2.36. During 1998-99, adjudication proceedings have been initiated in 

one case.  

   

   

Table 2.35 Details of cases where enquiry officer has been appointed in 

1 9 9 8-9 9 

Source:SEBI  

   

   

Table 2.36:  Details of cases where enquiry proceedings have been 

completed in 1998-9 9 

Source:SEBI  

   

   

Action taken  

   

Intermediaries Number of 

c a s e s

Stock brokers 65

Merchant bankers 10

Registrars to an issue and share 

transfer agents

10

Bankers to an issue 6

Total 91

Intermediaries Number of 

c a s e s

Stock brokers 7

Merchant bankers 2

Registrars to an issue and share 

transfer agents

2 

Bankers to an issue 1 

Total 12



   

Pursuant to the completion of the investigation and on the basis of the report of the 

enquiry officer and the adjudicating officer as the case may be, who is appointed in 

terms of the various SEBI Regulations, action was taken by way of suspension of 16 

intermediaries, warning issued to 17 intermediaries and others, refund of issue 

proceeds in 2 cases and prohibitive directions issued under section 11B of the SEBI 

Act against 62 intermediaries and non-intermediaries. The intermediaries against whom 

action was taken include stock brokers, merchant bankers, registrars to an issue 

and share transfer agents, bankers to an issue, debenture trustees and members of 

the governing board of the stock exchanges. Action taken during 1998-99 is given in 

Table 2.37 and Graph 2.24.  

   

   

Table 2.37: Action taken in 1998-9 9 

  

Graph 2.24: Action taken  

   

   

Market manipulation and price rigging  

   

   

Investigations were taken up in 40 cases relating to market manipulation and price 

rigging in 1998-99. Such actions coupled with effective market surveillance under 

the oversight of SEBI have resulted in significant reduction in cases of market 

manipulation and price rigging. During 1998-99, investigations in 31 cases of market 

manipulation and price rigging were completed. Some of the cases where investigation 

Particulars No.  of 

c a s e s 

Suspension 16

Warning issued 17

Refund of Issue proceeds 2

Prohibitive directions issued under section 

11B of SEBI Act 

62

Total 97



was completed during 1998-99 are discussed below.  

   

   

BPL Limited, Videocon International Limited and Sterlite Industries Limited: 

   

   

Investigations were undertaken by the SEBI in the wake of abnormal trading in the 

scrips of BPL Limited, Videocon International Limited and Sterlite Industries Limited, 

especially in the months of April and May and sudden payment crisis at BSE and 

NSE in June 1998. The investigations involved gathering of voluminous data from the 

Exchanges where the scrips were listed and traded, the companies, stock brokers, 

sub-brokers, clients, banks and various other related entities. The data obtained 

was analysed based on different parameters such as comparative trading periods, 

comparative prices, volumes, etc. Based on various analysis, shortlisting of 

entities was done which was followed by detailed investigations. Leads were followed 

and client identification was done and the process of investigations ÿ recording of 

statements, examination of transactions etc. - was repeated with these clients.  

Investigations had prima facie concluded that a set of stock brokers and sub-

brokers acting in concert on behalf of common clients, cornered a large chunk of 

shares both at the BSE and the NSE. These set of clients were acting as a front for 

the alleged manipulator, Harshad Mehta. These entities built up unusually large 

positions in these scrips resulting in distortion of the market equilibrium and 

creation of artificial market in these scrips. As a result of investigations, enquiry 

proceedings have been initiated under the SEBI Regulations against 34 stock brokers 

out of which 23 are of the BSE and 11 are of the NSE. However, out of these stock 

brokers, considering the gravity and seriousness of involvement of 18 stock 

brokers, the SEBI has passed orders prohibiting them from undertaking fresh 

activity of broking business till completion of the enquiry proceedings. The stock 

broking firm of the Vice President of the Governing Board of the BSE was also found 

involved. Subsequent to investigations he had resigned from the Governing Board of 

the BSE.  

   

   

The payment problem was confined only to some of the stock brokers and the 

settlement process at both the exchanges was completed smoothly. It was also 

examined whether the surveillance and monitoring of the concerned stock exchanges 

i.e. BSE and NSE were adequate and effective, whether the lapses at the stock 

exchanges also facilitated the process of manipulation. Pursuant to these 

investigations, show cause notice had been issued to the Executive Director of the 

BSE for his failure to discharge his responsibilities properly and also for not 

taking some of the decisions professionally and independently. Show cause notices 

were also issued to the President of the BSE and the erstwhile Vice President of the 

BSE for their conduct, which was detrimental to the integrity of the system. Show 

cause notice was issued to the NSE for slackness in the monitoring and not taking 

effective surveillance action despite the warning signals.  

   

   

Pursuant to the findings of the investigation and the submissions made to SEBI, SEBI 

passed an order under section 11 and 11B of the SEBI Act against the President of 

the BSE on March 23, asking him to relinquish the office of the President. SEBI 

further directed him that he shall not be eligible to hold any public position in 

future as member of the governing board as well as in any capital market related 

public institution for a further period of 3 years. The Appellate Authority at the 

Central Government has upheld the order of SEBI. The President of the BSE 



challenged the order in the High Court of Mumbai, but no interim relief has been 

granted to him. The order of SEBI was not disturbed and has become effective. 

However, a writ petition has been admitted challenging the amplitude of general 

powers of SEBI under section 11 and 11B of the SEBI Act. The proceedings against the 

Executive Director of the BSE and the erstwhile Vice President of the BSE are at 

various stages and appropriate action will be considered on completion of the same. 

However, the Executive Director of the BSE has resigned pursuant to issue of show 

cause notice. As mentioned earlier, the Vice President of the BSE also resigned in 

November 1998 itself following indicting by SEBI in price manipulations.  

   

   

The investigations also brought out certain systemic deficiencies. With a view to 

correct some of these deficiencies, SEBI has already taken some steps. SEBI is in 

consultation with the stock exchanges and the other deficiencies will be taken care 

on the outcome of the discussions. Some other part of investigations which include 

the role of Shri Harshad Mehta and the alleged role of promoters, if any, are being 

pursued actively and would be completed shortly.  

   

   

Nedungadi Bank Limited:  

   

   

SEBI conducted investigations to look into the alleged market manipulation and price 

rigging in the scrip of Nedungadi Bank Limited. Investigations revealed that a stock 

broker who also happened to be the vice president of the governing board of the BSE 

along with his associate concerns was a major buyer in the scrip of Nedungadi Bank 

Limited both at the BSE and the NSE. Investigations also brought out that the 

dealings in the shares were basically financing transactions but given the colour 

of sale and purchase of shares. It was observed that stock broker and his 

associates sold shares of Nedungadi Bank on spot basis to other entities and 

repurchased these very shares when these entities sold them at the BSE and NSE 

through different stock brokers. It was found that 88.34% of the shares sold by the 

stock broker and his associates in spot were received back by them when these were 

sold in the regular market. As a result of investigations, enquiry proceedings were 

initiated against the stock broker and his associates.  

   

   

Vertex Machineries Limited:  

   

   

SEBI conducted investigations to look into the alleged creation of false market and 

price rigging in the scrip of Vertex Machineries Limited. The investigations brought 

out that the company tried to show by routing of same funds time and again through 

their various associated companies and entities that contribution to the extent of 

Rs.8.18 crores has been received from the promoters, when they had actually 

brought in only Rs.1.53 crores. Further it was observed that the promoters of Vertex 

Machineries Limited brought in subscription through the public issue route by 

transferring the funds to associate entities from the promoterÿs contribution who in 

turn subscribed to the issue as members of the public. Investigations also brought 

out that promoters of Vertex Machineries Limited entered into an agreement with a few 

entities with a view to artificially rig the prices and create a false market through 

large purchases and sales. Enquiry proceedings were initiated against the stock 

brokers and actions are being undertaken as per the SEBI Act and Regulations made 

thereunder against promoters and other manipulators.  



   

   

Infoquest Software Exports Limited:  

   

   

Investigations were conducted by SEBI into the alleged creation of a false market 

and price rigging in the scrip of Infoquest Software Exports Limited. The 

investigations revealed that a group of persons in connivance with the promoters of 

the company made applications in the public issue for large quantities after the 

closure of the issue and thereby distorted the allotment process. This entity also 

made huge purchases, in the grey market as well as in the secondary market from the 

funds provided by the promoters, with a view to corner the stocks and manipulate the 

prices of the scrip. Pursuant to the findings of the investigation, enquiry 

proceedings were initiated against the registrar to an issue and share transfer 

agent, lead manager and bankers to an issue. Actions are also being undertaken as 

per the SEBI Act and Regulations against non-intermediaries including promoters.  

   

   

Hindustan Finstock Limited:  

   

   

SEBI conducted investigations to look into the alleged creation of a false market 

and price rigging in the scrip of Hindustan Finstock Limited. The investigations 

revealed that the public issue of the Hindustan Finstock Ltd. was opened for public 

subscription in April 1995, but had not received the minimum subscription of 90%. One 

director of the issuer company approached various financiers after the closure 

of the public issue. A memorandum of understanding was signed between financiers and 

a company owned by the particular director agreeing to the effect the company owned 

by the director would buy back the shares in the name of the financiers at a 

predetermined price. Subsequently, the shares were offloaded at a substantially 

high price in the market in connivance with certain entities. Since the agreed 

consideration for these shares were not received from these entities, the said 

shares were reported lost or misplaced. Pursuant to the findings of the 

investigation, enquiry proceedings were initiated against intermediaries namely the 

registrar to an issue and share transfer agent, lead manager and bankers to an 

issue. Actions are also being undertaken as per the SEBI Act and Regulations made 

thereunder against non-intermediaries including promoter.  

   

   

Mandu Industries Limited:  

   

   

SEBI initiated investigations on the basis of a complaint alleging price rigging in the 

shares of Mandu Industries Limited. The company came out with the initial public 

offering at par. However, shares were traded at an abnormally high price from the 

first day of trading, after it was allowed permission for trading. Investigations 

revealed that the promoters created a false market by making sales and purchases 

through the counters of various brokers with the sole purpose of inducing interest 

in the scrip and consequently, made large profits. As a result of investigations, 

enquiry proceedings had been initiated against the involved intermediaries. Show 

cause notices are being issued to the promoters and other entities.  

   

   



Betala Global Securities Limited:  

   

   

Investigations were conducted by SEBI into the alleged irregularities in the public 

issue and price manipulations in the scrip of Betala Global Securities Limited. 

Investigations brought out that public issue did not receive the minimum subscription 

genuinely. The promoters of the company tried to show that issue was fully 

subscribed and they arranged the subscription from financiers with the 

understanding that shares allotted to them would be purchased back by the company 

immediately after completion of allotment process. This led to cornering of a large 

portion of floating stock in the scrip with the promoters prior to listing of the scrip 

on the Exchanges. Later on listing of the scrip, promoters of the company purchased 

large quantities and created a false market in the scrip and manipulated the prices. 

Pursuant to completion of investigations, show cause notices are issued to the 

issuer company for refund of public issue and to the promoters and associates for 

debarring them from access to capital markets and dealing in securities.  

   

   

"Issue" related manipulations  

   

   

During 1998-99, SEBI has taken up 4 cases for investigation of "issue" related 

manipulation. These cases mainly pertained to allegations of gray market operations 

and acceptance of late applications, misuse of stock invests, arrangement of 

subscription to circumvent minimum subscription requirement, buyback of shares by 

companies and their promoters, and contravention of the various SEBI guidelines and 

the provisions of the Companies Act, 1956. During 1998-99, 16 cases of "issue" 

related manipulations were completed. After completion of investigations, SEBI 

ordered refund of the issue proceeds in 2 cases. One case where investigation was 

completed during 1998-99 is discussed below.  

   

   

Incap Financial Services Limited:  

   

   

SEBI conducted investigations into the allegations of not bringing in the promotersÿ 

contribution and managing the subscription to the public issue after the closure of 

the public issue. Investigations concluded that the promoters did not bring the 

contribution as required under the SEBI guidelines. It was also noticed that 

subscription was arranged by getting applications after the closure of the public 

issue. The company also purchased back the shares from the allottees immediately 

after completion of the allotment process. There was hardly any genuine 

subscription yet, the promoters went ahead with the allotment and listing process. As 

a result of investigations, enquiry proceedings have been initiated against the 

registrars to the issue, merchant bankers, bankers to the issue etc. Show cause 

notices are also being issued to the promoters and other related entities.  

   

   

Gold Multifab Limited:  

   

   



Investigations were conducted by SEBI into the alleged irregularities in the public 

issue of Gold Multifab Linited. The investigations revealed that minimum 

subscription was not received in the public issue and so the company entered into a 

circuitous route of arranging subscription. The understanding with the financiers 

was that they would apply in the public issue and the company will buy back the 

shares immediately after the allotment, at a fixed price. The subscription was 

arranged through applications made after the closure of the issue by way of ante 

dated stock invests. The allotment of shares was made to applicants who had 

cancelled their stock invests and even when no consideration was received by the 

company for these shares. As a result of investigations, enquiry proceedings have 

been initiated against the lead manager, registrar to the issue and bankers to the 

issue. Show cause notices are also being issued to the company and the promoters.  

   

   

G S Organics Limited:  

   

   

Investigations were conducted by SEBI into the alleged irregularities in the public 

issue of G.S.Organics Limited. The investigations revealed that genuine subscription 

was not received and so the promoters approached financiers to bail out the issue. 

The financiers made applications in the public issue as a power of attorney holders 

to the extent of 99.73% of the subscription offered to public. These applications 

were accompanied with stock invests. These stock invests were not realised by the 

company and they got expired. Even though no consideration was received by the 

company yet it went ahead with the allotment process. The company also furnished a 

false certificate of realisation of stock invests. As a result of investigations, 

directions have been issued to the company under the SEBI Act, to refund the 

proceeds collected in the public issue. Enquiry proceedings have also been initiated 

against the merchant banker and registrar to the issue. Show cause notices are being 

issued to the promoters of the company.  

   

   

Prosecutions  

   

   

The SEBI initiated prosecution proceedings in 15 cases in 1998-99 bringing the total 

prosecution proceedings initiated so far to 44 in the last five years. Out of these, 

29 prosecution proceedings were initiated under the powers delegated to SEBI under 

the Companies Act. 7 prosecution proceedings were initiated for violations of the 

SEBI (Substantial Acquisitions of Shares and Take-overs) Regulations, 1997. 

Similarly, 6 prosecution proceedings were initiated for violations of the SEBI 

(Prohibition of Fraudulent and Unfair Trade Practices relating to the securities 

market) Regulations, 1995. 1 prosecution proceedings was initiated for violations of 

the SEBI (Insider Trading) Regulations, 1992 and 1 prosecution proceeding was 

initiated for non-cooperation during the investigation proceedings. The details of the 

above prosecution cases filed in the Court of Law till the end of 1998-99 are given 

in Table 2.38 and Graph 2.25. Prosecution proceedings initiated in 15 cases involved 

145 persons. SEBI till the end of 1998-99 has initiated prosecution proceedings 

against 336 persons involved in 44 cases, the breakup of which is given in Table 2.39. 

(The prosecution proceedings initiated in 9 cases during the year 1995-96 as was 

shown in the last years annual report was cumulative figure till March 31, 1996.)  

   

   

Table 2.38:  Nature of prosecution initiated  



  

Source : SEBI  

   

   

Table 2.39 :  Number of persons prosecuted  

  

Particulars 1 9 9 2-

9 3 

1 9 9 3-

9 4 

1 9 9 4-

9 5 

1 9 9 5-

9 6 

1 9 9 6-

9 7 

1 9 9 7-

9 8 

1 9 9 8-

9 9 

Under powers delegated 

under the Companies Act

       

Delay in refund of 

excess application 

money, delay transfer 

of shares and non-

payment of dividend

0 0 4 3 4 6 4 

Mis-statement in offer 

document and fraudulent 

inducement

0 0 0 2 3 2 1 

Under powers given by 

the SEBI Act 

       

Violation of SEBI 

(Substantial Acquisition 

of Shares and Take-

overs) Regulations, 1997

0 0 0 0 2 1 4 

Violation of SEBI 

(Prohibition of 

Fraudulent and Unfair 

Trade Practices 

relating to the 

securities market) 

Regulations, 1995

0 0 0 0 0 2 4 

Violation of SEBI 

(Insider Trading) 

Regulations, 1992

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Others: non-cooperation 

during investigation 

proceedings

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Total 0 0 4 5 9 11 15 

Particulars1993-9 3 1 9 9 4-

9 5

1 9 9 5-

9 6

1 9 9 6-

9 7

1 9 9 7-

9 8

1 9 9 8-

9 9

Under powers delegated 

under the Companies Act

       

Delay in refund of 

excess application 

money, delay transfer 

of shares and non-

payment of dividend

0 0 27 14 22 34 33

Mis-statement in offer 

document and fraudulent 

inducement

0 0 0 17 20 23 5



Source : SEBI  

  

Graph 2.25: Nature of prosecution initiated  

Under powers given by 

the SEBI Act 

       

Violation of SEBI 

(Substantial Acquisition 

of Shares and Take-

overs) Regulations, 1997

0 0 0 0 10 4 52

Violation of SEBI 

(Prohibition of 

Fraudulent and Unfair 

Trade Practices 

relating to the 

securities market) 

Regulations, 1995

0 0 0 0 0 20 38

Violation of SEBI (Insider 

Trading) Regulations, 

1992

0 0 0 0 0 0 6

Others: non-cooperation 

during investigation 

proceedings

0 0 0 0 0 0 11

Total 0 0 27 31 52 81 145

 


